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Do new technologies bring us closer together or drive us apart? Help us tell more of the stories that matter
from voices that too often remain unheard. My question is: on what planet exactly is this estrangement
happening? It is as close, intimate and personal as you can get without actually meeting in person. Social and
mobile games are bringing back "family board game night" In previous years, once kids move out of the
house, bonding traditions like family game night quickly became a thing of the past. Convenient because you
can read it instead of listening to it. I do not. It is great for research, education, business, commerce, self
improvement, entertainment and etc, they say, but it is bad for the society as a whole. It gives us the fortuity to
be able to communicate with anyone around the world in a click of a button. So with Father's Day coming up
and generations around the world joining together in the exchange of sentiments and ideas, here are some
ways in which innovations in communications have helped and deepen family relationships and closed the
generational gap. This has already been used in Tunisia to debate its national constitution, and by the federal
government of Mexico to develop its open government policy. Older generations tend to err on the side of
caution, while the younger likes to think technology helps. Observing the world and its inhabitants, this planet
has proved to be a very dangerous place for the human being. This is absolutely false. This is just one of the
countless stories where technology has made a tremendous impact on a family and brought them closer, along
with all the Australians out there who have supported them. The first machine able to send a message across
oceans in a matter of seconds was the telegraph. At this present time, technology is in the most advanced form
of communication we have. In fact, people who frequently use their cell phones to communicate with others
often do so to arrange face-to-face meetings. When we marvel achievements of technology, it appear all
around us shortly. Or it could have negative effects, destroying jobs, reducing privacy and driving
over-consumption. The only thing one can say for certain is that many of the challenges ahead will also be
solved within these communities â€” online and off, local and global, old and new. This disability is called
communication disorder. Hell, thanks to Facebook, Twitter and personal blogs I am able to keep in touch with
friends and relatives that I never really meet in person because we just live too far away, or have too
incompatible schedules to be able to hang out often. Family game night is certainly not a new concept, but
mobile and social games have been able to expand on this tradition and bring it back in a way fits into a more
modern, on-the-go lifestyle, and reintroduce a little friendly competition to keep that element of closeness
intact. I have found that television has become widely distributed for many reasons, the most important being
the fact that television sets have become more affordable over the years. One of the main reasons why this
may be is due to cyber bullying, as it is one of the major issues concerning with technological communication.
It has not only impacted the life thousands of individual but also many of companies as well. Now, social
games are taking the place of that lost pastime, letting families connect and play with each other from
distances near and far. While newer apps and social networks like Snapchat , Instagram , Tumblr and instant
messaging apps like Kik show that many younger social network users still want ways to socialize online
without parental involvement, the fact remains that presence of older generations on social networks is a trend
that's here to stay, and one that will continue to keep future generations better, and more closely connected.
The recipient of the text message does not need to be at their phone, or even have it with them in order to
receive the message. McGinn said he usually maintains at least three conversations at once on his phone. Is
technology bringing us closer Essay Essay Topic: Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! And
yes, it is a straw-man because text messaging did not replace or subvert regular telephony in any way. For
example, we all know that hearing aids assist people with hearing impairments. Technology needs to be
embraced. There are many differing opinions on the advancement of technology but there are really two main
sides to the issue. On the other hand, access to the wealth of information and opinion available on the internet
can also expose people of all ages to views, lifestyles and knowledge they might never have encountered
otherwise, potentially generating greater compassion and understanding both within local communities and for
people on the other side of the world. Do you really think things were better when people had to either meet
face to face, or write snail-mail letters? It makes communication faster and more immediate. Not only does
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technology benefit to feel closer to those that may be far away from you. This access to such information
opens doors and avenues previously unexplored. Always-on, cross-platform devices means no more
restrictions on how or where we communicate Let's face it.


